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Rough translation

Virus mutation – the misinterpretation of a misinterpretation

The bases of genes, virus model and mutation.

Scientific agreement – some are provable facts other are a general opinion and just a 
unified idea in science .

Under Genome

Consensus
-it is understood a stable storage medium that contains all the physical features of an 
organism

-It is present in every cell and that it is made of small , single genes.

– At division( mitosis ) it is supposed to be transmitted in full to every daughter cell
-is in part transferred to the next generation

Proven science

-In every organism you find long chains of nucleic acid.
-You have the double strain nucleic acid , the DNA and the single ribonucleic acid ie RNA 
made of single pieces of nucleotides .
-There are , in principle , 4 such nucleotides , that differ from each other through the 
nucleic bases , A, G ,T ,C.

( at RNA is Uracil and Thymin)
-A chain is made out of nucleic bases, a combination of 3 following nucleotides can be the 
construction initiation for eg. an amino acid – combination G, A, T or G,A, C you get 
asparagine acid.

-A chain out of these amino acids builds a protein.
-Proteins are the building material and function of the body ie enzymes and structural 
proteins
-All this proven



Consensus science ( but the genome is not fixed)

-when you extract a gene from any part of the body it is always the same
-Scientist are not clear on how many genes exist. Before they estimated there are 120,000 
today they estimated between 14,000 – 35,000

Consensus – unproven

-individual stable code for DNA to build proteins

– we have genes for all the important enzymes and proteins

-every person can be identified by its genetics
-latest estimates -14,000-35,000 genes

The DNA does not just swim around in the body but lives in the nucleus as 
chromosomes.

Chromosomes- exists, proven science
-made of winding double strand DNA linked by special protein( histone), in chains. They 
appear as a photo in form of X in mainstream popular science because it is the only stage 
visible under the light microscope when the chromosome split.

In reality , most of are as strings of chromatinfibers

– have a sentence made of 23 different chromosomes in the sperm/ovu
-the rest have double ie. 46 chromosomes

If represent the 23 different chromosomes in base pairs ie in those nucleotides that in a 
double stranded DNA lay opposite and fit together you get 3.1 million basepairs gives an 
idea on how much nucleic acid is in the body.

————-

Consensus Viral theoretical model of genome.

– a short strand of nucleic acid that is as a closed ring, segmented or linear strand.

This strand is enveloped or not- enveloped

– some are supposed to have genome not of DNA but of RNA
– otherwise same principle apply to its genome – nucleic acids organised in genes

Coronaviruses



Coronavirus belongs to the enveloped viruses and RNA virus
ie a single stranded RNA made of 29,903 building blocks , a typical length of a model of a 
coronavirus, –

– organised in 10 genes, likely they will interpret more genes
– out of these 10 genes only 4 have been defined. Ie. S- spike , E- envelope, M- membrane, 
N- nucleic acid.
-There other 6 genes – are classed as ORF- ‘open reading frame ‘ie they can produce 
functioning proteins but have not been given a defined function- so it opens the doors to 
come up with more theories about other gene functions.

– A small part a few hundred nucleotides build the head of the strand.
The rest of the nucleotides are attributed to the 10 genes that are of different length and 
vary considerably.
-The shortest gene in coronavirus is said to be have 117, the longest 21,292 building 
blocks( This is found in the first paper documenting Sars Cov2 , and now also in specialist 
books
The Chinese that came up with the paper and their version of the virus in 12 Jan 2020.)

Mutation theory- consensus
( it is assume that the genome is stable which is not true- see genome in dissolution article) 

-Under mutation it is understood a change in the genome and a physical change.
– The mutation may be from 1 nucleotide up to a genome mutation that affect the whole 
chromosome.
– Mutations are supposed to be caused by various factors, including chemicals and 
radiation- mutagenic eg claimed to cause cancer which is false

– With viruses , mutations are supposed to happen constantly and are important for the 
viruses to survive. The mutation frequency is claimed to be very high with viruses.
-With fast mutation and short lifespan viruses are supposed to develop fast and adapt to its 
environment- not only spontaneous mutation but selection plays a part.

– Mutation does not always benefit the virus.
– The spontaneous mutation is supposed to make sure that the virus becomes resistant to 
antibodies, medication.
– Also may lead to mutation where the virus can become either dangerous or harmless ie. 



the virus disappears by itself. According to this theory, short lifespan and frequent 
mutation, one can say that the original Sars cov2 dec 2019 does not exist anymore. So one 
would immediately question the benefit of any vaccine.

The whole virus theory does not stand scientific scrutiny, it is speculation which 
people waste time on.
Concepts of genes and mutation has been disproven years ago and are kept alive via 
consensus.

Variants of the new coronavirus

– what changes do they claim to discover are just used to enforce political measures, we 
will mention the main variants they claim

-eg. b.1.1.7( alpha variant)
B – stands for the old virus and the numbers for the hierarchy of the genetic derivation of 
the variants, they claim without proof that it should be more transmissible and more deadly
– another one was supposed to be cluster 5 in Denmark, one theory is supposed to have 
come from infected minks, it mutated there and then infected humans again. And it also 
could diminish the effect of antibodies and also the effect of vaccines. It resulted in culling 
of minks and destroyed the industry.
Other animals have been culled as soon as a suspicion

-All the speculations are based on positive PCR but we could not find information on how 
many were sick or died .
– With other variants, same discussion in media, if more dangerous, more transmissible, 
there is no consensus.
– Contradictions based on speculations, all theories are based on unusable PCR tests, 
beacuse the theory of mutations does not withstand scientific scrutiny

– Other designations – that B1.1.7 is the variant and N501Y is the mutation.
Describes the mutation inside the spike protein, that because of the mutation it attaches 
better to the human cell.



-Aside from the genome and false interpretation of genetics, the effects of increased 
transmission, more deadly has no proof , it just relies on unusable PCR testing , estimations 
and speculations.
-Koch institute claims that the variant gives more positive PCR test and using modelling , 
you get 1.5 increase in number so they claim the new variant is easier transmissible.

The misuse of R- number- meaningless in medicine
R- number how many on average get infected, is just an estimate that relies on 
mathematical formula based on meaningless data and therefore meaningless in medicine.
It is antiscientific . Eg. You estimate that the estimate is higher.

If one does not deal with solid, logical facts that are verifiable and reproducible one relies 
on useless mathematical models and unusable laboratory tests and just deals with estimates 
and speculations that are supposed to be bases on the opinion of experts.

——-

How they came up with a novel coronavirus.

2019-NCOV

The original SARS is supposed to have mutated .

How did the virologist get the idea of a new virus?

Via Alignment – like a puzzle . We are dealing with a theoretical procedure via 
bioinformatics, alignment delivers no real result but a model.

To understand 

Sequencing ( Genetics)- set order of nucleic acids
Alignment- adjustment, arrangement

They take small nucleic acids extracted from somewhere and arrange them according to a 
template into a hypothetical genome.

Nowadays it is all done via computers by using special programs.
We would not have a corona PCR test without alignment .



From – 1st paper on Sars-Cov2

They used only one person that had a respiratory infection.
From fluid -took nucleic acids for the alignment, firstly they sequenced the nucleic acid to 
determine the order of nucleic acids and obtained 65 millions small sequences from 150 
nucleotides.

To simply – uses analogy of a puzzle , you find puzzle pieces, you carry them up so that 
you can see the image section( that would be the sequencing)
Afterwards the scientists took two templates of old coronaviruses , the way you have the 
final image on the box of a puzzles.
The difference, they used the template not on a logical basis but on the bases of a suspicion 
and a fixed idea .

The person had atypical pneumonia for which are many causes.

The Chinese assumed it could only be a virus, no other causes were considered.
It was just based on a suspicion as explained in the Chinese paper.

They assumed because the patient was sick, part of the nucleic acid had to be somehow of 
viral origin, and as it was a lung infection and in China in 2002-2003 was a suspicious 
SARS epidemic they assumed it is a new Sars virus.

The scientist where fixated on one idea. Than they use the PCR to get results.

They sorted out sequences and chose only the one they thought will fit the template.
They aligned them, the alignment allows for errors ie the pieces sort of fit together and 
there are missing parts and impurities The gaps are filled with synthetic nuclei acids so that 
things sort of fit in the construction of the genome. Final refinement- smooth any 
problems.
So in record time , and possibly under pressure, the Chinese construct ‘proved ‘that the 
lung infection was caused by a newly mutated coronavirus.
In reality , the nucleic acids were only part of normal exchange processes in a human being 
and they build a theoretical model from an idea.

The question – Why is the genome a mutation when it was build according to a template of 
an old virus?
Because the final product never matches 100% with the model. In places where it does not 
fit is seen as mutations.



How consensus was established

-a diagnostic PCR was developed
(the test is looking actually for human nucleic acids ( so inappropriate for diagnosis and 
susceptible to false results)

-‘Shockingly ‘they found many positive results suggest spread of the infection
-they were in reality not looking for anything unusual that does not exist in nature.

The alignment was never confirmed via control experiments but are just unscientific 
theories.

( From another presentation - sort of transcript

( Source- https://odysee.com/@hipsterious:3/Dr.-Stefan-Lanka—True-Healing-
Conference-2021:e ) 

The single paper ( from China) where the genome of Sars cov-2 was invented. It describes 
step by step how he invented the virus in a computer program.

In the nucleic acid out of a human being they find no genome . So they multiplied in high 
numbers with PCR still could not find the genome.
They did a second step of PCR multiplication adding 20% of known sequences into this 
mixture and they came with a computer program with the genome of this virus. You do not 
find control experiments in all of these papers.
All other virologists repeated the same steps and they came up with the same results and 
they are fooling the public and probably themselves in believing they have found a virus 
genome.
They did not find it in humans , in the liquid. They had to do 2 steps of extreme replication 
of small molecules and then to apply a lot of software program to come up with a viral 
genome.)

Virus mutation misinterpretation
‘ The alignment was never confirmed via control experiments but are just unscientific 
theories.’



New variants – where does the assumption come? 

They take 10 genes of a mental construct, each is made of building blocks and they look at 
small sequences and read them .
Eg. 30,000 nucleotides, 10 genes of lets say 3000, dived in another 10 have 300 building 
blocks read it and they claims this has changed as looks a bit different and they say it is a 
mutation.
But in reality the nucleic acid especially the RNA is changing constantly, that is the actual 
condition for us to be alive, that we constantly create new molecules that can react with 
new substances so we can exchange , that is how he metabolism runs.
The virologist do not even realise that they are just studying normal processes and the 
changes are normal for evolving and adapting.
– Take another 100 nucleotides where they say virus has changes there , and it binds better 
and becomes more infectious.
No surprise the alpha variant come from England as their practices leaves to be desired and 
exaggerated even more with the populist Boris in power.( not my remark)

—-

With old pandemics they claimed when the pandemic suddenly disappeared and as people 
did not take the jabs , that the virus has suddenly become harmless , mutated into a 
harmless virus without vaccination. It came and went, mutated away in a harmless form.

The argument goes even further .
They also claim that half of our chromosomes is made up of viruses( virome ), some claim 
that the virus integrates in the body and immune system learns, automatically, how to 
handle it and we become immune and our genome grows.
Some assumptions that half of the body is viral, in reality they are only dealing with 
sequences that the metabolism produces . And they believe it.

They never questioned or verified their arguments, never do control experiments.

They are under some form of delusion and difficult to get through to them.
These people have identified with their ideas, book they have written and if someone 
comes along to tell them it is not like that, it affects their identity and can make them act 
aggressive.

To help these scientist ( that may not mean evil ) to keep face , they have to admit and 



apologise that they got the science wrong . That will be accepted as they are not alone, 
whole world especially the western world, the globalised world believe it.
It has become a superstition and that is a challenge that can be only solve working together 
and not against each others.

Virologist need to question their science to identify their mistake.
Virologist need to be given a chance to recognise their mistakes.

Summary 

-The idea of Sars-cov2 originated by taking nucleic acids bits out of the natural substances 
of a human being and the help of computer program tinker together a hypothetical new 
virus genome .
During this process, scientific rules were disregarded, mistakes ignored and questionable 
tricks were used to obtain a final product that unfolded differently.

The Chinese have come up in record time with a new hypothetical viral genome. This 
artificial construct was the reason for the rumour that Sars-Cov2 was a synthetic 
bioweapon that escape from the lab or was released.
The genome looks as if it was human made, which it is in principle , in silico via use of 
computer programs.
With the high mistake tolerance with which they worked and by compensating for the 
mistakes there were differences which were interpreted as mutations.

The believe that Sars- Cov2 further mutates and produces new variants can be explained in 
a simpler way.
Virologist from all over the world kept taking samples by testing people and according to 
the corona narrative and virology they assume they are full of viral nucleic acids.
They re-sequenced them and find that parts of the genes have changed, more precise , the 
single templates for amino acids. So they concluded they are dealing with further 
mutations.

Already since 2000 it has been known that every form of nuclei acid changes considerably, 
it has nothing to do with mutation but is a totally normal process.

To understand better one can use imagery as an analogy.



The consensus is that the nucleic acid is a like a still photo that never changes.
But the actual state of nucleic acid is comparable to a film eg, cinema like standard of 24 
photos/sec, in constant change that changes from one image to another.
The exploratory researchers chose 1 out of the 24 photos and claim that it is the fixed , 
stable state of the recording. If later on, they take another image and notice changes it is 
interpreted as a mutation.

This two points , the obligatory differences that are initially produces via alignment and the 
constant changes of nucleic acid are the basis of the whole idea of virus mutation.
So regardless how many time you select and sequence nuclei acid one would constantly 
find changes.
In this way one can go on for eternity and put together new mutations and every winter 
have a new wave.

One of the reason people believe these scientists is the illusion of the precision with which 
virologist come up with their statement eg.D614G gives the perception how precise they 
work and how throughly they work.
Why they talk about mutation in the so-called spike protein is simple, that is where they 
look for changes because they assume that is where most changes happen , claiming it is 
easier for the virus to infiltrate cells, and multiply and spreads faster.

The truth is , if they looked somewhere else they would also find lots of changes.
The impression of a very exact , precise mutation happens because they look in specific 
places. 

The alleged variants that caused massive panic is just a misinterpretation of a 
misinterpretation ( coronavirus) of a misinterpretation ( virus model) of a misinterpretation 
( genome)

Conclusions

What scientist do and how they come up with mutations:

New sequencing of nucleic acids was taken from what was claimed ‘infected ‘ people
As the new sequencing is different from what they class as the original Sars Cov2 they 
conclude that Sars Cov2 has mutated further



But in reality the nucleic acid is in constant change.
Changes in DNA and RNA are natural ongoing, expiring processes and have nothing to do 
with mutations.

The Nucleic acid cannot contain our genetic makeup.

In 2000, Bill Clinton, president at that time, proudly declared at a press conference that 
scientists have determined the human genome, an important progress in science and 
especially for medicine.
Now there will be a new time for medicine and in the coming years through the new 
technology of genetics all illnesses will be finally defeated .

Draft of the Human Genome Sequence Announcement at the White House (2000)

( showed a clip from https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=slRyGLmt3qc&feature=youtu.be – 
40 min)

Billy claims
“Biotechnology companies are absolutely essential , they will bring into the market the life 
enhancing application of the information from the human genome, long term investments 
that will change the medicine forever.”

But nothing like that happened.
What was presented as the new knowledge of genetics and celebrated internationally soon 
proved to be a colossal mistake.
And despite repeated attempts within science to bring attention to the mistakes, even 
reported 1-2 times in mainstream media , the mistake did not become common knowledge.
( “Erbgut in Auflösung” – DIE ZEIT (ZEIT ONLINE) – 06.11.2008 (DIE ZEIT, 
12.06.2008, Nr. 25)
https://www.zeit.de/2008/25/M-Genetik – genome in dissolution- already posted a few 
times)

The realisation that the nucleic acid constantly and greatly changes in every cell is not only 
the bases in the false belief in viruses and mutation . But makes obsolete the whole idea 
that the gene is a fixed storage of our inheritance.

And therefore all the ideas based on it are obsolete ie.

-genes for illness



-Inherited illnesses

-Gene therapy

-Gene test

-Stem cell research

-Genetic finger print

-Cloning

-Pre implant diagnostics

-Personalised medicine

-Patents for DNA
-Gene technology

When they claim that they made progress in certain areas it is misinterpretations, mistakes, 
and in some cases clumsy fraud.

They came up with the idea of epigenetics , based on the concept of a flexible genetic ie 
they believe that our genes not only change via mutations but also through interactions 
with the environment and emotion.
Epigenetics is only a desperate attempt to somehow correct the idea of a material 
inheritance and to try to keep the idea alive.
But nothing usable or tangible came out of epigenetics

We do not know exactly how inheritance happens.

The material concept that the gene is the carrier of our blueprint cannot be correct as it 
would have to, at least to some extent , have a stable information carrier through which 
data is stored over generations and transmitted further.

The scientific community has know for years about the instability of the presumptive 
genetics .
Instead of acknowledging the inconsistencies of the theoretical concept, they do what often 
happens in science, they incorporate the contradiction in the narrative and stick with the 
idea.
Especially during corona crisis,pseudo science is the order of the day.

Nowadays some scientists have established that the main role of the DNA is actually the 
production, storage , release if energy flow in the body which is in line with Chinese 



medicine and the concept of Chi.

(Einführung: Neue Theorie des Lebens” – WissenschafftPlus (W+) – Ausgabe 01/2019
https://wplus-verlag.ch/de_DE/p/buy/die-4-ausgaben-des-jahres-2019)

That the organisms react to everything around them, not only physical but also psychic 
knows everyone from their own experiences.

What may give energy to someone, appears to deprive someone else .
These are also the results from DNA studies that takethe physical and psychological 
influences into account .
The conclusion that even experiences and emotion can be passed to the next generation is 
absurd.

The consensus in a false modern genetic is the key to end the corona crisis and other 
nonsense that is happening throughout the world.

If we abandon presenting a stable inheritance information that is supposed to be stored in 
the nucleic acid then, the coronavirus narrative will finally not be kept alive regardless how 
many more mutations the virologist find and how many more ‘cases ‘of positive PCR.

Call

The evaluation of our control experiments have made it clear .
Out of the data sentences of the nucleic acid sequences for other RNA viruses eg ebola, 
HIV, influenza, measles we can create the genome of Sars Cov2 or other coronavirus .

This is the final refutation of virology.

But it makes little difference if it only comes from us.
The refutation should come out of virology itself as it did in 1952 when they assumed that 
a virus was a toxic protein and disproved it by doing control experiments .
We are looking for bioinformatician and virologist that can supply old RNA sentences 
before the times of Sars cov 2.
This should be together analysed, that is out of old data we create the Sars- cov2 genome


